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Encyclopedia of Business Information Sources
Culled from 7,500 columns and spanning four decades, the writings in this collection reflect a radically changing America as
seen by a man whose keen sense of justice and humor never faltered. 11 halftones.

Rags of Time
Voted the Best Space Book of 2018 by the Space Hipsters The dramatic inside story of the epic search and recovery
operation after the Columbia space shuttle disaster. On February 1, 2003, Columbia disintegrated on reentry before the
nation’s eyes, and all seven astronauts aboard were lost. Author Mike Leinbach, Launch Director of the space shuttle
program at NASA’s John F. Kennedy Space Center was a key leader in the search and recovery effort as NASA, FEMA, the
FBI, the US Forest Service, and dozens more federal, state, and local agencies combed an area of rural east Texas the size
of Rhode Island for every piece of the shuttle and her crew they could find. Assisted by hundreds of volunteers, it would
become the largest ground search operation in US history. This comprehensive account is told in four parts: Parallel
Confusion Courage, Compassion, and Commitment Picking Up the Pieces A Bittersweet Victory For the first time, here is the
definitive inside story of the Columbia disaster and recovery and the inspiring message it ultimately holds. In the aftermath
of tragedy, people and communities came together to help bring home the remains of the crew and nearly 40 percent of
shuttle, an effort that was instrumental in piecing together what happened so the shuttle program could return to flight and
complete the International Space Station. Bringing Columbia Home shares the deeply personal stories that emerged as
NASA employees looked for lost colleagues and searchers overcame immense physical, logistical, and emotional challenges
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and worked together to accomplish the impossible. Featuring a foreword and epilogue by astronauts Robert Crippen and
Eileen Collins, and dedicated to the astronauts and recovery search persons who lost their lives, this is an incredible,
compelling narrative about the best of humanity in the darkest of times and about how a failure at the pinnacle of human
achievement became a story of cooperation and hope.

The Future of Journalism in the Advanced Democracies
The Third Edition of Journalism Next: A Practical Guide to Digital Reporting and Publishing is the most informed, practical,
and succinct guide to digital technology for journalists. Author Mark Briggs’ forward-thinking techniques and accessible
style prepares today’s journalists for tomorrow’s media landscape transformations. Readers will learn how to effectively
blog, crowdsource, use mobile technology, mine databases, and expertly capture audio and video to report with immediacy,
cultivate community, and convey compelling stories. Briggs helps readers quickly improve their digital literacy by
presenting the basics and building on them to progress towards more specialized skills within multimedia. Readers will
become equipped to better manage online communities and build an online audience. Journalism Next is a quick yet
valuable read that provides a detailed roadmap for journalists to reference time and time again.

The Global Investigative Journalism Casebook
Broadcast Journalism offers a critical analysis of the key skills required to work in the modern studio, on location, or online,
with chapters written by industry professionals from the BBC, ITV, CNN and independent production companies in the UK
and USA. Areas highlighted include: interviewing researching editing writing reporting. The practical tips are balanced with
chapters on representation, ethics, law, economics and history, as well as specialist areas such as documentary and the
reporting of politics, business, sport and celebrity. Broadcast Journalism concludes with a vital chapter on career planning to
act as a springboard for your future work in the broadcast industry. Contributors: Jim Beaman; Jane Chapman; Fiona
Chesterton; Tim Crook; Anne Dawson; Tony Harcup; Jackie Harrison; Ansgard Heinrich; Emma Hemmingway; Patricia
Holland; David Holmes; Gary Hudson; Nicholas Jones; Marie Kinsey; Roger Laughton; Leslie Mitchell; Jeremy Orlebar; Claire
Simmons; Katie Stewart; Ingrid Volkmer; Mike Ward; Deborah Wilson.

Unforgivable Blackness
“An illuminating TV show biography” (Kirkus Reviews), the ultimate inside story of 60 Minutes—the program that has
tracked and shaped the biggest moments in post-war American history. From its almost accidental birth in 1968, 60 Minutes
has set the standard for broadcast journalism. The show has profiled every major leader, artist, and movement of the past
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five decades, perfecting the news-making interview and inventing the groundbreaking TV exposé. From legendary sit-downs
with Richard Nixon in 1968 and Bill Clinton in 1992 to landmark investigations into the tobacco industry, Lance Armstrong’s
doping, and the torture of prisoners in Abu-Ghraib, the broadcast has not just reported on our world but changed it, too.
Executive Producer Jeff Fager takes us into the editing room with the show’s brilliant producers and beloved
correspondents, including hard-charging Mike Wallace, writer’s-writer Morley Safer, soft-but-tough Ed Bradley, relentless
Lesley Stahl, intrepid Scott Pelley, and illuminating storyteller Steve Kroft. He details the decades of human drama that
have made the show’s success possible: the ferocious competition between correspondents, the door slamming, the risktaking, and the pranks. Above all, Fager reveals the essential tenets that have never changed: why founder Don Hewitt
believed “hearing” a story is more important than seeing it, why the “small picture” is the best way to illuminate a larger
one, and why the most memorable stories are almost always those with a human being at the center. “As traditional
reporting is increasingly being challenged by high-decibel, opinion-drenched media, Fager highlights storytelling that
conveys a deep understanding of issues and demonstrates the power of television to inform” (The Washington Post). Fifty
Years of 60 Minutes is at once a sweeping portrait of fifty years of American cultural history and an intimate look at how the
news gets made.

The Online Journalism Handbook
In a time when crossing guards are posted to prevent high schoolers from jumping in front of trains and parents shelling out
$100K for packaged college applications, education has become a mad race to grab the Ivy ring. Based on experience in
admissions with the Ivy League and other highly competitive universities, emerging scientific evidence on the impact of
emotional intelligence and mindfulness, and discussions with admissions officers, students, families, and high school
counselors, this book is a guide on how to go through the existing, however brutish, college applications process with less
stress and anxiety, and more joy and mindfulness. Equipped with the powerful tools of emotional intelligence and
mindfulness, this work acknowledges the reality of what the process is, and challenges young people to reach for a more
meaningful ideal for themselves. This book shares a look at the holistic admissions process and offers an alternative one to
the current climate of untenable stress. This updated model aims to shift mindsets from treating the admissions process as
a ruthless competition with one externally-prescribed definition of success, to a step in a lifelong journey of curiosity and
wonder. By building self-awareness, compassion, resilience, it’s possible to navigate the process with greater authenticity,
balance, and joy.

Magazine Writing
A timely call for a new ethic of journalism engagement for today's troubled media sphere, Objectively Engaged Journalism
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argues that media should be neither neutral nor partisan but engaged in protecting egalitarian democracy. It shows how
journalists, professional or citizen, can be both objective in method and dedicated to improving a global public sphere toxic
with disinformation, fake news, and extremism. Drawing from history, ethics, and current media issues, Stephen Ward
rejects the ideals of neutrality and "just the facts" objectivity, showing how they are based on invalid dualistic thinking with
deep roots in Western culture. He presents a theory of pragmatic objectivity and applies it to journalism. Journalism's role in
interpreting culture, he argues, needs a form of objectivity that embraces human strengths and limitations. Defining
responsible journalism as situated, imperfect inquiry, Objectively Engaged Journalism is one of the first systematic studies
of the ethical foundations of engaged journalism for a media that is increasingly perspectival and embedded in society.

The Mindful College Applicant
"An exemplary study of how media regulation works (and, by implication, how it could work better) set within a wider
discussion of democratic theory and political values. It will be of interest not only to students and scholars but to people
around the world grappling with the same problem: the need to regulate markets, and the difficulty of doing this well." James Curran, Goldsmiths, University of London In Media Regulation, two leading scholars of the media examine the
challenges of regulation in the global mediated sphere. This book explores the way that regulation affects the relations
between government, the media and communications market, civil society, citizens and consumers. Drawing on theories of
governance and the public sphere, the book critically analyzes issues at the heart of today's media, from the saturation of
advertising to burdens on individuals to control their own media literacy. Peter Lunt and Sonia Livingstone incisively lay
bare shifts in governance and the new role of the public sphere which implicate self-regulation, the public interest, the role
of civil society and the changing risks and opportunities for citizens and consumers. It is essential reading to understand the
forces that are reshaping the media landscape.

One More Time
Find out how to apply learning science in online classes The concept of small teaching is simple: small and strategic
changes have enormous power to improve student learning. Instructors face unique and specific challenges when teaching
an online course. This book offers small teaching strategies that will positively impact the online classroom. This book
outlines practical and feasible applications of theoretical principles to help your online students learn. It includes current
best practices around educational technologies, strategies to build community and collaboration, and minor changes you
can make in your online teaching practice, small but impactful adjustments that result in significant learning gains. •
Explains how you can support your online students • Helps your students find success in this non-traditional learning
environment • Covers online and blended learning • Addresses specific challenges that online instructors face in higher
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education Small Teaching Online presents research-based teaching techniques from an online instructional design expert
and the bestselling author of Small Teaching.

Robot-Proof
What does it take to launch a career writing for magazines? In this comprehensive, up-to-date introduction to magazine
writing, students will learn everything from the initial story pitch all the way through to the final production, taking with
them the essential tools and skills they will need for today’s rapidly changing media landscape. Written by a team of
experienced writers and editors, Magazine Writing teaches the time-tested rules for good writing alongside the modern
tools for digital storytelling. From service pieces to profiles, entertainment stories and travel articles, it provides expert
guidance on topics such as: developing saleable ideas; appealing to specific segments of the market; navigating a
successful pitch; writing and editing content for a variety of areas, including service, profiles, entertainment, travel, human
interest and enterprise Chock full of examples of published works, conversations with successful magazine contributors and
bloggers, and interviews with working editors, Magazine Writing gives students all the practical and necessary insights they
need to jumpstart a successful magazine writing career.

New Media and Politics
Media Regulation
This book will assist journalists and Flash developers who are working together to bring video, audio, still photos, and
animated graphics together into one complete Web-based package. This book is not just another Flash book because it
focuses on the need of journalists to tell an accurate story and provide accurate graphics. This book will illustrate how to
animate graphics such as maps, illustrations, and diagrams using Flash. It will show journalists how to integrate high-quality
photos and audio interviews into a complete news package for the Web. Each lesson in the book is followed by a learning
summary so that journalists can review the skills they have acquired along the way. In addition, the book's six case studies
will allow readers to study the characteristics of news packages created with Flash by journalists and Web developers at
The Washington Post, MSNBC.com, and Canadian and European news organizations.

Sports Journalism
'A satisfying, brooding mystery set in Stuart England anticipating the coming Civil War.' Paul Walker, author of State of
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Treason London. 1639. Thomas Tallant, a young and ambitious Spice Merchant, returns from India to find his city in turmoil.
A bitter struggle is brewing between King Charles I and Parliament, as England slides into civil war. The capital is simmering
with dissent. The conflict is ready to boil over. But Thomas soon has other troubles to contend with. A wealthy merchant, Sir
Joseph Venell, is savagely killed; then his partner Sir Hugh Swofford plunges to his death, in the Tallant household.
Suspicion falls on Thomas, who is sucked into a mire of treachery and rumour within the City of London. As the merchant
struggles to clear his name, he becomes captivated by the enigmatic Elizabeth Seymour, whose passion for astronomy and
mathematics is matched only by her addiction to the gaming tables. Pursued by the authorities, Thomas races to unmask
the real killer who claims a third victim to implicate him further, toying with his future in a deadly cat and mouse game. In a
desperate race against time, Elizabeth applies her powers of logic and deduction to unearth the clues that will point to the
killer, but her way is barred by a secret message from the grave. Can she crack its code before Thomas, now a wounded
and exhausted fugitive, succumbs to the chase? And, if she succeeds, has Thomas the strength to face his tormentor and
win his life and reputation back? Rags of Time is the first book in an engaging and entertaining new historical crime series,
set during the upheaval of the 17th Century. Recommended for fans of Andrew Taylor, CJ Sansom and SJ Parris. Praise for
Michael Ward: 'I loved it; a wickedly dark murder mystery set in Stuart London.' Jemahl Evans, author of The Last
Roundhead Michael Ward is a former journalist and academic. He now runs his own consultancy providing content services
and training to a wide range of British companies and public sector organisations.

Key Concepts in Journalism Studies
The extraordinary power and mystery of the spiral and its relationship to, and influence on, human evolution. Spiral energy
fields are all around us and within us, patterning our very existence, from microcosm to macrocosm, determining structures
from th

Convergence Journalism
New diversity style guide helps journalists write with authority and accuracy about a complex, multicultural world A
companion to the online resource of the same name, The Diversity Style Guide raises the consciousness of journalists who
strive to be accurate. Based on studies, news reports and style guides, as well as interviews with more than 50 journalists
and experts, it offers the best, most up-to-date advice on writing about underrepresented and often misrepresented groups.
Addressing such thorny questions as whether the words Black and White should be capitalized when referring to race and
which pronouns to use for people who don’t identify as male or female, the book helps readers navigate the minefield of
names, terms, labels and colloquialisms that come with living in a diverse society. The Diversity Style Guide comes in two
parts. Part One offers enlightening chapters on Why is Diversity So Important; Implicit Bias; Black Americans; Native People;
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Hispanics and Latinos; Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders; Arab Americans and Muslim Americans; Immigrants and
Immigration; Gender Identity and Sexual Orientation; People with Disabilities; Gender Equality in the News Media; Mental
Illness, Substance Abuse and Suicide; and Diversity and Inclusion in a Changing Industry. Part Two includes Diversity and
Inclusion Activities and an A-Z Guide with more than 500 terms. This guide: Helps journalists, journalism students, and other
media writers better understand the context behind hot-button words so they can report with confidence and sensitivity
Explores the subtle and not-so-subtle ways that certain words can alienate a source or infuriate a reader Provides writers
with an understanding that diversity in journalism is about accuracy and truth, not “political correctness.” Brings together
guidance from more than 20 organizations and style guides into a single handy reference book The Diversity Style Guide is
first and foremost a guide for journalists, but it is also an important resource for journalism and writing instructors, as well
as other media professionals. In addition, it will appeal to those in other fields looking to make informed choices in their
word usage and their personal interactions.

Amusing Ourselves to Death
Examines the ways in which television has transformed public discourse--in politics, education, religion, science, and
elsewhere--into a form of entertainment that undermines exposition, explanation and knowledge, in a special anniversary
edition of the classic critique of the influence of the mass media on a democratic society. Reprint.

Flash Journalism
This book explores the current challenges faced by those working in the news media, focusing on the responsibilities of
journalism in advanced democracies. The contributors investigate key issues facing twenty-first century journalism and
offer in-depth studies of the UK news media. These detailed analyses provide the basis for comparison with media in the
US, France, Germany, Italy and Japan. The book's provocative conclusions will provide the groundwork for continuing
debate about the place of journalism in invigorating political processes and democratic functions.

Fifty Years of 60 Minutes
Spirals
Employ cognitive theory in the classroom every day Research into how we learn has opened the door for utilizing cognitive
theory to facilitate better student learning. But that's easier said than done. Many books about cognitive theory introduce
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radical but impractical theories, failing to make the connection to the classroom. In Small Teaching, James Lang presents a
strategy for improving student learning with a series of modest but powerful changes that make a big difference—many of
which can be put into practice in a single class period. These strategies are designed to bridge the chasm between primary
research and the classroom environment in a way that can be implemented by any faculty in any discipline, and even
integrated into pre-existing teaching techniques. Learn, for example: How does one become good at retrieving knowledge
from memory? How does making predictions now help us learn in the future? How do instructors instill fixed or growth
mindsets in their students? Each chapter introduces a basic concept in cognitive theory, explains when and how it should
be employed, and provides firm examples of how the intervention has been or could be used in a variety of disciplines.
Small teaching techniques include brief classroom or online learning activities, one-time interventions, and small
modifications in course design or communication with students.

English for Journalists
English for Journalists has established itself as an invaluable guide to the basics of English in newsrooms the world over,
focusing on the essential aspects of writing, from reporting speech to the house styles and jargon central to the language of
journalism. Written in a highly accessible and engaging style, English for Journalists covers the fundamentals of grammar,
spelling, punctuation and journalistic writing, with all points illustrated through a series of concise and illuminating
examples. The book features practical, easy to follow rules, the correct and incorrect ways to report stories, and examples
of common mistakes and problem words in journalistic writing. The twentieth anniversary edition adds a new introduction to
the work from author Wynford Hicks, as well as updated examples throughout to improve accessibility, and a revised first
chapter on the state of English today. This is an essential guide to written English for all practicing journalists and students
of journalism today.

Bringing Columbia Home
The Media Student's Book is a comprehensive introduction for students of media studies. It covers all the key topics and
provides a detailed, lively and accessible guide to concepts and debates. Now in its fifth edition, this bestselling textbook
has been thoroughly revised, re-ordered and updated, with many very recent examples and expanded coverage of the most
important issues currently facing media studies. It is structured in three main parts, addressing key concepts, debates, and
research skills, methods and resources. Individual chapters include: approaching media texts narrative genres and other
classifications representations globalisation ideologies and discourses the business of media new media in a new world? the
future of television regulation now debating advertising, branding and celebrity news and its futures documentary and
‘reality’ debates from ‘audience’ to ‘users’ research: skills and methods. Each chapter includes a range of examples to work
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with, sometimes as short case studies. They are also supported by separate, longer case studies which include: Slumdog
Millionaire online access for film and music CSI and detective fictions Let the Right One In and The Orphanage PBS, BBC and
HBO images of migration The Age of Stupid and climate change politics. The authors are experienced in writing, researching
and teaching across different levels of undergraduate study, with an awareness of the needs of students. The book is
specially designed to be easy and stimulating to use, with: a Companion Website with popular chapters from previous
editions, extra case studies and further resources for teaching and learning, at: www.mediastudentsbook.com margin
terms, definitions, photos, references (and even jokes), allied to a comprehensive glossary follow-up activities in ‘Explore’
boxes suggestions for further reading and online research references and examples from a rich range of media and media
forms, including advertising, cinema, games, the internet, magazines, newspapers, photography, radio, and television.

Online Teaching at Its Best
The Diversity Style Guide
Cover -- Half-title -- Title -- Copyright -- Dedication -- Contents -- Preface -- 1 Youth and Media -- 2 Then and Now -- 3 Themes
and Theoretical Perspectives -- 4 Infants, Toddlers, and Preschoolers -- 5 Children -- 6 Adolescents -- 7 Media and Violence -8 Media and Emotions -- 9 Advertising and Commercialism -- 10 Media and Sex -- 11 Media and Education -- 12 Digital
Games -- 13 Social Media -- 14 Media and Parenting -- 15 The End -- Notes -- Acknowledgments -- Index -- A -- B -- C -- D -- E
-- F -- G -- H -- I -- J -- K -- L -- M -- N -- O -- P -- Q -- R -- S -- T -- U -- V -- W -- X -- Y -- Z

Plugged in
Hennessy's classic text tells you everything you need to know about writing successful features. You will learn how to
formulate and develop ideas and how to shape them to fit different markets. Now in its fourth edition, Writing Feature
Articles has been fully revised and updated to take into account the changing requirements of journalism and media
courses. You will also discover how to exploit new technology for both researching and writing online. Learn step-by-step
how to plan, research and write articles for a wide variety of 'popular', 'quality' and specialist publications. Discover more
and make the advice stick by completing the tasks and reading the keen analysis of extracts from the best of today's
writing. Packed with inspirational advice in a friendly, highly readable style, this guide is a must-have for practising and
aspiring journalists and writers.

Writing Feature Articles
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Introduction. 1. Setting Up. Uploading the Future. What Is a Multitude Journalism Story? Hardware Needs. Software Needs.
Larry Pryor of the Online Journalism Review, A Century Opens, a Century Closes. 2. Day One. The New Grammar.
Reconciling Experts and Amateurs. How to Begin Without Tripping at the Start Line. John Pavlik of the Center for New Media,
Columbia University School of Journalism, Transforming Journalism Education. 3. Way New Journalism Meets Lord Northcliff.
Primary Issues in Reporting an Online Publication. Basic Reporting. Retractions, Corrections, Clarifications. Traps and
Triumphs in Partnerships. Advertising. David Weir of Salon.com, The Role of Journalist as Both Church and State in New
Media. 4. Gathering Digital Data. Essential Rules of the Game. Using Search Engines. Computer Assisted Reporting. E-mail,
Newsgroups, and Mailing Lists. Digitalized Photography and Sound. Mark Potts, Internet Journalism Consultant, Musing on
the Future of Journalism. 5.A Message for Each Medium. Writing for the Web. Hyperlinks. Using Video to Tell a Story. The
Power of Audio. Still Photography in an Age of Motion. Graphics Getting Graphic. Interactivity in Journalism. Jane Ellen
Stevens of the Online Journalists Association, Where Are the New Storytellers? 6. Convergence. Design Online. Fitting the
Multiples into a Medium. What Works Right Now. Preparing for What Will Work Tomorrow. Fred Stefany of ReacTV,
Converging Cyber-Journalism. 7. Multimedia Editing. Seeing the Parts. Ethics in Online Journalism. Seeing the Whole.
Rewriting, Reshooting, Redrawing, Rescripting. Richard Gingras of Excite@Home, Five Hot Tips, or How to Deal with the
26-Year-Old Harvard MBA Who'd Rather You Didn't Exist. 8. Preparing for Liftoff. Final Edits. Libel. Stitching It All Together.
Last Minute Emergencies. The Launch. Rusty Coats of the Minneapolis Star-Tribune.com, It's All about Invention. 9.A
Journalist's Introduction to Online Intellectual Property. Copyright and Fair Use. Trademarks and Soundmarks. Copyright
Checklist. James Wheaton of the First Amendment Project, The New Information Railroad. 10. Issues in the Future of Online
Journalism. The Doubts about Online Journalism. The Opportunities for Doing It Right. The Work Ahead. A Parting Salutation.
John Markoff of the New York Times, Farewell to the Web.

Story-Based Inquiry: A Manual for Investigative Journalists
In this vivid biography Geoffrey C. Ward brings back to life the most celebrated — and the most reviled — African American
of his age. Jack Johnson battled his way out of obscurity and poverty in the Jim Crow South to win the title of heavyweight
champion of the world. At a time when whites ran everything in America, he took orders from no one and resolved to live as
if color did not exist. While most blacks struggled simply to exist, he reveled in his riches and his fame, sleeping with
whomever he pleased, to the consternation and anger of much of white America. Because he did so the federal government
set out to destroy him, and he was forced to endure prison and seven years of exile. This definitive biography portrays Jack
Johnson as he really was--a battler against the bigotry of his era and the embodiment of American individualism. From the
Trade Paperback edition.

The Media, Political Participation and Empowerment
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How do we practice journalism in a digital world, in which the old 'rules' no longer apply? This text offers comprehensive,
instructive coverage of the techniques and secrets of being a successful online journalist, both from a theoretical and
practical point of view. Reflecting the vitality of the web, it will inspire you to acquire new skills and make sense of a
transforming industry. Key Features: How to investigate and break stories online Learn to broadcast to millions using video
and podcast How to blog like a pro Learn to manage and stimulate user-generated content Include and use social media in
your toolkit How to dig out stories using data journalism Rise to the challenge of citizen journalism Make your journalism
more interactive at every stage of the process Dedicated chapter for Law and Online Communication The Online Journalism
Handbook is essential reading for all journalism students and professionals and of key interest to media, communication
studies and more broadly the social sciences.

Journalism Next
Journalism Online tackles the pressing question of how to apply fundamental journalism skills to the online medium. It
provides an essential guide to the Internet as a research and publishing tool. In particular, it examines how to forge key
journalism skills with the distinctive qualities of the World Wide Web to provide compelling web content. Trainee and
practicing online journalists will learn: - core journalism skills of identifying, collecting, selecting and presenting news and
information; - multimedia skills such as audio recording and editing; - online research methods including use of search tools,
newsgroups and listservs; - story construction and writing for the Web; - an introduction to HTML; - web site design for the
effective use of content. Journalism Online takes the best of the 'new' and 'old' media to provide an essential primer for this
emerging discipline. Leading web designers such as Jakob Nielsen rub shoulders with established journalists like Harold
Evans in the search for clear guidance in this rapidly developing field. It also provides a useful insight for non-news
organisations into how to prepare and present effective web content and avoid the deepest pitfall of the online world being ignored. Supplementary resources can be found on the book's supporting web site www.journalismonline.co.uk, which
features additional exercises, useful links and reviews.

Small Teaching Online
Each updated edition of this detailed resource identifies nearly 35,000 live, print and electronic sources of information listed
under more than 1,100 alphabetically arranged subjects -- industries and business concepts and practices. Edited by
business information expert James Woy.

Journalism Online
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Bring pedagogy and cognitive science to online learning environments Online Teaching at Its Best: A Merger of Instructional
Design with Teaching and Learning Research is the scholarly resource for online learning that faculty, instructional
designers, and administrators have long been awaiting. Over 70 percent of degree-granting institutions offer online classes,
and while technical resources abound, the courses often fall short of integrating the best practices in online pedagogy, even
if they comply with online course design standards. Typically these standards omit the best practices in teaching and
learning and the principles from cognitive science, leaving students struggling to keep the pace, understand the material,
and fulfill their true potential as learners. This book fills the gap, providing evidence-based practices for online teaching,
online course design, and online student motivation integrated with pedagogical and cognitive science to help you build the
distance learning courses and programs your students deserve. As more and more students opt for distance learning, it's up
to designers and instructors to rethink traditional methods and learn to work more effectively within the online learning
environment, and up to administrators to provide the needed leadership. Online Teaching at Its Best provides practical, realworld advice grounded in educational science to help online instructors, instructional designers, and administrators deliver
an exceptional learning experience. Adopt new pedagogical techniques designed specifically for online learning
environments Ensure strong course alignment and effective student learning for online classes Increase student retention,
build necessary support structures, and train faculty more effectively Integrate research-based course design and cognitive
psychology into graduate or undergraduate programs Distance is no barrier to a great education; what do stand in the way
are inadequate online course design and implementation and deficient faculty training and support—all of which
administrators can mitigate. Online Teaching at Its Best will help you ensure that your online classes measure up to the
rigor and quality of excellence in teaching and assessment, build in the personal touch for developing a learning community
and equip your students to succeed in the next challenge.

Wicked Columbus, Indiana
How to educate the next generation of college students to invent, to create, and to discover--filling needs that even the
most sophisticated robot cannot. Driverless cars are hitting the road, powered by artificial intelligence. Robots can climb
stairs, open doors, win Jeopardy, analyze stocks, work in factories, find parking spaces, advise oncologists. In the past,
automation was considered a threat to low-skilled labor. Now, many high-skilled functions, including interpreting medical
images, doing legal research, and analyzing data, are within the skill sets of machines. How can higher education prepare
students for their professional lives when professions themselves are disappearing? In Robot-Proof, Northeastern University
president Joseph Aoun proposes a way to educate the next generation of college students to invent, to create, and to
discover--to fill needs in society that even the most sophisticated artificial intelligence agent cannot. A "robot-proof"
education, Aoun argues, is not concerned solely with topping up students' minds with high-octane facts. Rather, it calibrates
them with a creative mindset and the mental elasticity to invent, discover, or create something valuable to society--a
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scientific proof, a hip-hop recording, a web comic, a cure for cancer. Aoun lays out the framework for a new discipline,
humanics, which builds on our innate strengths and prepares students to compete in a labor market in which smart
machines work alongside human professionals. The new literacies of Aoun's humanics are data literacy, technological
literacy, and human literacy. Students will need data literacy to manage the flow of big data, and technological literacy to
know how their machines work, but human literacy--the humanities, communication, and design--to function as a human
being. Life-long learning opportunities will support their ability to adapt to change. The only certainty about the future is
change. Higher education based on the new literacies of humanics can equip students for living and working through
change.

Rolling Blackouts
'The five authors have drawn on their enormous range of experience in newspaper and broadcast journalism, at national
and regional level, as well as their teaching expertise for this book, which will be essential reading for students in
journalism, and as invaluable reference tool for their professional careers' -www.HoldtheFrontPage.co.uk 'At long last, the
undergraduate journalism A-Z. This is an excellent and much needed resource which should be on the list of every
undergraduate journalism and media student' -Tim Rodgers, Kingston College The SAGE Key Concepts series provide
students with accessible and authoritative knowledge of the essential topics in a variety of disciplines. Cross-referenced
throughout, the format encourages critical evaluation through understanding. Written by experienced and respected
academics, the books are indispensable study aids and guides to comprehension. Key Concepts in Journalism offers: - a
systematic and accessible introduction to the terms, processes and effects of journalism - a combination of practical
considerations with theoretical issues - further reading suggestions The authors bring an enormous range of experience in
newspaper and broadcast journalism, at national and regional level, as well as their teaching expertise. This book will be
essential reading for students in journalism, and an invaluable reference tool for their professional careers.

The Media Student's Book
Dubbed the "Athens of the Prairie" for its array of stunning modern architecture, Columbus still endured its share of
unsavory citizens, crime-ridden neighborhoods and tales of woe. Many residents avoided the infamous slums of Smoky Row
and Death Valley, while others gave in to the allure of Lillian "Todie" Tull's famed house of ill repute on North Jackson
Street. Two different father-and-son hoodlum partnerships, the McKinneys and the Bells, terrorized the area in the 1800s.
And a brutal fistfight between a newspaper editor and the mayor sparked a scandal in 1877. Author Paul J. Hoffman guides
the reader on a wild ride through the city's salacious side.
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Broadcast Journalism
Exploring the theme of the putative transformation of political modernity under the impact of "new" media, this book adopts
a questioning approach to the ways in which cultural and technological factors are affecting the temper of political life, and
reflects the variety of normative thinking about and empirical research on the changing character of politics in mediatized
cultures. New Media and Politics examines: the extent to which commercial populism now dominates electoral and other
political discourses; the ways in which the functions of leadership, government and political parties are modified by
different forms of both old and new media; the democratic or undemocratic import of such changes; and the ways in which
the dominant territorial paradigm of politics is challenged by the space and time devouring capacities of electronic media.

Small Teaching
Media prognosticators have been declaring the death of radio, daily newspapers, journalistic ethics, and even journalism
itself. This is an introductory text on how to think, report, write, and present news across platforms. It aims to prepare
journalism students for the future of news reporting.

Australian Journalism Review
What are the current problems, pressures and opportunities facing journalists in advanced democratic societies? Has there
been a 'dumbing down' of the news agenda? How can serious political, economic and social news be made interesting to
young people? This book explores the current challenges faced by those working in the news media, focusing especially on
the responsibilities of journalism in the advanced democracies. The authors comprise experienced journalists and
academics from the UK and the other countries investigated. In the opening section they investigate the key issues facing
twenty-first century journalism; while in section two they offer in-depth studies of the UK news media, discussing national
newspapers; regional and local newspapers, both paid for and free; terrestrial, satellite and cable television news; radio
news and online journalism. These detailed analyses provide the basis for a comparison with the media of a variety of other
key advanced democracies: namely the USA, France, Germany, Italy and Japan. Drawing on this evidence, the authors map
out possible future developments, paying attention to their likely global impact. The book's provocative conclusions will
provide the groundwork for continuing debate amongst journalists, scholars and policy-makers concerned about the place
of journalism in invigorating political processes and democratic functions.

Objectively Engaged Journalism
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A cartoonist follows reporters across the Middle East, learning about journalism and how stories are told Cartoonist Sarah
Glidden follows up her acclaimed debut, How to Understand Israel in 60 Days or Less, with Rolling Blackouts, which details
her two-month long journey through Turkey, Iraq, and Syria. Glidden accompanies her two friends--reporters and founders
of the journalistic non-profit The Seattle Globalist--as they research stories on the Iraq War's effect on the Middle East and,
specifically, the war's refugees. Joining them is a former Marine and childhood friend of one of the journalists whose
deployment to Iraq in 2007 adds an unexpected and sometimes unwelcome viewpoint, both to the people they come across
and perhaps even themselves. The crew works their way through the region with the goal of asking civilians, refugees, and
officials: "who are you?" Everyone has a story to tell: the Iranian blogger, the United Nations Refugee administrator, a taxi
driver, the Iraqi refugee deported from the US, the Iraqis seeking refuge in Syria, and even the American Marine. The
journalists struggle equally with how to tell these stories and with how to market them into articles people will want to read.
Glidden records all that she encounters with a sympathetic and searching eye--What is journalism? What is its purpose?
What is honesty? Painted in her trademark soft muted watercolors and written with a self-effacing humor, Rolling Blackouts
cements Glidden's place as one of comics's most original nonfiction voices.

Introduction to Online Journalism
Technological, cultural and economic forces are transforming political communication, posing challenges and opportunities
for politicians and media organisations, while at the same time many governments and civil society express concerns about
the extent and nature of political empowerment and civic engagement. This book offers an international perspective on
current thinking and practice about civic and audience empowerment, focusing on the ways and means through which
media can empower or dis-empower citizens as audiences. It features theoretical and empirical chapters that draw specific
attention to a reappraisal of the theories, methods and issues that inform our understanding of citizens and audiences in
contemporary politics. The authors address the following questions: How much and what sorts of civic and audience
empowerment are most desirable, and how does this differ cross-nationally? How do citizens relate to private and public
spaces? How do citizens function in online, networked, liminal and alternative spaces? How do audiences of ‘non-political’
media spaces relate their experiences to politics? How are political parties and movements utilising audiences as cocreators of political communication and what are the consequences for democracy? With examples from the UK, USA,
Holland, France, Germany, The Middle East, South Africa and Mexico, this innovative volume will be of interest to students
and scholars of political science, marketing, journalism, cultural studies, public relations, media and international relations.

The Future of Journalism in the Advanced Democracies
The sports journalist of today needs to be well equipped for the digital age. From the challenges of minute-by-minute
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reporting to the demands of writing for online outlets, blogging and podcasting, sports journalism is now fully immersed in
new and social media. Sports Journalism: A Practical Guide will give you the skills you need to navigate these new
platforms, whilst also teaching you the basics of interviewing, reporting, feature writing for print and commentary for radio
and television. This new edition now includes: New examples demonstrating the use of social media in sports journalism A
new chapter on the current professional working practice of sports journalism, covering the skills required of agency and
freelance journalists today A new chapter on sports public relations Expanded coverage of radio and television sports
journalism, with more emphasis on commentary and multi-platform working Quotes from working journalists, offering
valuable insights into the industry. This book is a complete guide to the practice of sports journalism across all platforms:
print, online, radio, television and social media sites.

The Social Media Reader
With the rise of web 2.0 and social media platforms taking over vast tracts of territory on the internet, the media landscape
has shifted drastically in the past 20 years, transforming previously stable relationships between media creators and
consumers. The Social Media Reader is the first collection to address the collective transformation with pieces on social
media, peer production, copyright politics, and other aspects of contemporary internet culture from all the major thinkers in
the field. Culling a broad range and incorporating different styles of scholarship from foundational pieces and published
articles to unpublished pieces, journalistic accounts, personal narratives from blogs, and whitepapers, The Social Media
Reader promises to be an essential text, with contributions from Lawrence Lessig, Henry Jenkins, Clay Shirky, Tim O'Reilly,
Chris Anderson, Yochai Benkler, danah boyd, and Fred von Loehmann, to name a few. It covers a wide-ranging topical
terrain, much like the internet itself, with particular emphasis on collaboration and sharing, the politics of social media and
social networking, Free Culture and copyright politics, and labor and ownership. Theorizing new models of collaboration,
identity, commerce, copyright, ownership, and labor, these essays outline possibilities for cultural democracy that arise
when the formerly passive audience becomes active cultural creators, while warning of the dystopian potential of new
forms of surveillance and control.
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